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Every electronic gadget uses a battery. Nowadays, it seems like an indispensible thing.
Nevertheless, you must dispose them off in the right place as some of them are a hazardous waste.
There are various types of batteries such as cell phone batteries and batteries used for cordless
phones, cameras and camcorders.

Cell Phone Batteries

There are new mobile phones being launched so often that that the one you are using may become
obsolete very soon. Itâ€™s not the same with cell phone batteries. Let us look at a few ways of making
your mobile phone battery have a longer life.

Firstly, new batteries have to be charged fully before you begin to use it in order to get maximum
capacity out of it. If your new batteries are nickel-based, they require 16 hours of charging whereas
a lithium-ion needs only 5-6 hours.

Never fully discharge your lithium-ion batteries, you only need to charge the phone when there is a
single bar left. If you charge your phone batteries often, you may end up buying replacement
batteries sooner than required. Let your batteries always remain cool. If you are not using your
phone, you have to store its battery in a dry but cool place. With time, the contacts of the battery
may build up dirt, so clean it using a cotton pad.

Cordless Phone Batteries

There is a wide range of cordless phones available today. But to decide on which battery to use if
you require a replacement, the choice is much less. In fact there are three major types. â€˜Nickel-
cadmium or NiCdâ€™ were the first cordless phone batteries used. The charging and discharging rates
of these batteries are good. On the other hand â€˜Nickel-metal hydride or NiMHâ€™ batteries have a 20%-
30% more capacity than NiCd batteries. â€˜Lithium-ion or Li-Ionâ€™ batteries are excellent as they are not
only lighter but also have a much better capacity than the NiCd or NiMH.

The GE cordless phone batteries have a wide selection to choose from, so according to your model
select the battery that is compatible for your phone. If you buy a Samsung phone, the battery comes
along with it, however, if you need a Samsung phone battery for a replacement, there is a wide
selection to choose from.

Camera and Camcorder Batteries

There are several branded stores from where you can purchase your camcorder batteries. It is
always advisable to buy the batteries from the manufacturer although it may be more expensive. 
Independent alternatives are available more easily which are less expensive but itâ€™s good to have a
spare one for your camcorder.

Camera batteries for all brands can be purchased from your manufacturer or as a spare, select an
inexpensive independent alternative battery. You can also purchase these batteries online.
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